
High-performance WiFi management backed
by our IT expertise. primeWIFI.AI  allows

precise performance from each access point
with our IT engineers, improving the end-user

experience.

primeWIFI.AI 
Next-Generation WiFi, For Every Industry 

 Real-time issue alerts ensure that your
business can run uninterrupted by identifying

and addressing WiFi performance issues at
the source. 

24/7 remote troubleshooting and
optimization means a substantial reduction
in the typical travel costs accumulated for

WiFi-related malfunctions.  

STRESS-FREE
WiFi

MANAGEMENT
SERVICE 

Network problem tickets increase costs
and decrease productivity!  

Keep your business running efficiently
with full IT service and WiFi alerts

proactively resolve WiFi performance
issues before they become

unmanageable. 

primeWIFI.AI technicians are able to
identify issues remotely and provide a
solution. If needed, our expertise may
be deployed to resolve network issues.

(770) 870-2888 www.primeWIFI.AI info@primecaretech.com 6650 Sugarloaf Parkway, #400
Duluth, GA 30097

mailto:info@primecaretechnologies.com


primeWIFI.AI is a platform that can forecast and provide the
answers to solve network problems within seconds. No more
hassle, no more downtime, and no more waiting for IT service
technicians to arrive!

Enhanced operational efficiency
Personalized support
Higher end-user satisfaction
Future-proofed network planning
Security breach detection
Automatic business analytics

WiFi OPTIMIZATION AT YOUR
DOORSTEP

B E N E F I T S

1. Flexible

2. User Friendly

primeWIFI.AI is compatible with any infrastructure
capable of gathering data from any WiFi or wired device. 

It automatically configures itself for you. With an internet
connection, plug the sensor into an ethernet port, and
primeWIFI.AI will do the rest.

3. Remote Diagnostics
Remote diagnostics with primeWIFI.AI will identify,
monitor, and supply a solution to problems. You will no
longer sit on hold with IT service technicians, saving time,
energy, and money. 

About Us:

Prime Care Technologies is an Atlanta-based company with
over 7,500 facilities leveraging our technologies nationwide. The
interoperability we drive across 70+ apps and 3,500+ payers
within the senior care market.

W i F i  A N A L Y T I C S
primeWIFI.AI analyzes, optimizes, and automatically
provides problem and solution identification for your
WiFi network.

W H A T  I S  I T ?

primeWIFI.AI 
Next-Generation WiFi, For Every Industry 

Providing comprehensive IT services. 


